We adopt B-spline finite basic sets to calculate correlation energy of the ground states for five kinds double-electron atoms or ions, which is above 1st order of magnitude better than the standard configuration-interaction (CI) method and modified configurationinteraction (MCI) method. These results show its superiority when we use it to deal with the problems of atom structure. PACS Number(s): 31. 20T, 31.20D, 31.15 
Introduction
Electron correlation has wide applications in various domains of physics. In the past decade, a variety of methods have been proposed to obtain accurate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the ground states. These variational methods can be divided into two categories according to whether their trial basis functions depend explicitly on the inter-electron separation r 12 or not. The methods employing trial functions that depend explicitly on the r 12 are known as correlated basis set (CB) method. The other types of methods are those with trial functions that do not depend explicitly on r 12 , a typical example of which is the configuration-interaction (CI) method.
In recent years, the CI method has been greatly used in calculations of manyelectron atomic and molecular systems. But given the slow radial and angular convergence of CI, the usual CI method is unable to obtain highly accurate results. For example, the best result for correlated energy of the ground-state of helium using CI method is E = −2.903689 (with a relative accuracy of 1.3 × 10 −5 ). Recently Goldman introduced an approach to CI calculations, the modified configurationinteraction (MCI) method, which obtains correlated energy of the ground state of helium with a relative accuracy of 2.6 × 10 −9 , almost 4 orders of magnitude better than the usual CI method.
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According to our experience, the CI or MCI methods become numerically unstable when they involve high orders of powers of the radial variable r. Here we present a basis expansion method using B-splines, which are highly localized piecewise polynomials, with carefully adjusted knot sequences, this method is suitable for electron correlation calculation. On the other hand, this method involves only one-dimensional radial integrations and has very good numerical stability.
B-splines have recently been applied to the calculation of atomic properties. Johnson, Blundell and Sapirstein 3 used B-splines to construct finite basic sets in their relativistic many-body perturbation calculations. Fischer 4 and Guo performed self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations on the ground state energy of the He atom with B-splines as basic sets. Another significant application was made by Fischer to solve the pair equation of a two-electron system by approximating the pair function in terms of B-splines.
Theory and Method
Given a knot sequence on the r axis {r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ · · · ≤ r N · · · ≤ r N+K }, B-spline function of order k is defined as
The B-splines defined on the knot sequence form a set of complete basis functions. It is immediately seen that B i,k are piecewise polynomials of order k − 1 localized within (r 1 , r N+K ), while B j,k is nonvanishing within (r i , r i+k ). The fundamental character of B-splines functions is:
It indicates that the function set (B i,k ) composes a group of complete basic sets in the range defined by knot sequence {t i }.
The most important character of B-splines compared with other basis function is that the B-spines are highly localized function. Each B-splines function only in a specified region, which can easily be changed by adjusting the knot sequence. When a function lies expanded by a set of B-splines, one can choose a suitable set of knots according to the distribution of the function. In the region where the function changes slowly reduce the number of knots, while in the region where the function changes sharply increase the number of knots.
Ignoring eletron spin, the Hamiltonian of a two-electron atom or ion with a fixed nucleus is (we use atomic units throughout)
where r 12 is the separation between the electrons. In the same way as in the CI method, we expand the term describing the electron-electron interaction in the following way:
In this paper, we use the following basic sets to expand the two-electron wave functions for the state with total angular momentum L = 0,
Expanding the radial wave-function in it by using B-spline basic sets, we have:
The Θ 00 ll (Ω 1 , Ω 2 ) have the following form:
where
and U denotes a set of nonlinear angular parameters u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and u 4 . Then we can rewrite the stable state Schrödinger equation of the system into the eigenvalue equation with the matrix form:
where H is the Hamiltonian matrix, and its matrix elements are
11) B is the overlap matrix of B-splines, and its matrix elements are
12) E and C are eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively. To solve this eigenvalue equation of this matrix form, we can obtain energy eigenvalues of system and corresponding state wave-function. 
The radial correlation
If we consider the radial correlation only, in Eq. (5), λ = 0, and if the state is basic, then l 1 = l 2 = 0, the radial Hamiltonian quantity can be written as:
And then we use Eq. (7), can obtain the radial Hamiltonian quantity and the overlap matrix elements:
Solving the eigenvalue equation of the matrix form:
we can obtain the radial correlation energy.
The angular correlation
If the state is basic, the total angular L = 0, l 1 = l 2 = 1. Applying the mixed 1 method first proposed by Goldman, we can expand the wave-function of the angular part by using the superspherical harmonics:
where l max = N − 1; in this paper, N = 30; l max is the largest angular momentum and the number of angular bases is 6, and
we see u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 as variation parameters, to vary the energy, we can obtain the angular correlation.
Results and Discussion
In this paper, B-splines of 7th order are used for all calculations. We first determined the optimal knot sequence for r axis. The knot sequence are determined in such a way that the B-spline basis can best represent the partial wave function with l = 0. Then we consider the angular part of the wave function. It is dealt with the same method proposed by Goldman. One needs to adjust the parameters U to get the minimum eigenvalue. Generally speaking, this is an optimization procedure that will need many steps, especially when we have little knowledge of a good initial value to begin with. In order to save CPU time, we use a two-step angular optimization method to adjust the parameters U to get the minimum eigenvalue: we first construct a much smaller matrix involving a basis set consisting of the same number of generalized I values. After optimizing the energy with this basic sets, we use the optimized parameters U obtained as an initial angular parameters for the full Hamiltonian matrix diagonalization. The angular optimization will now involve only a small number of steps, saving in this way a lot of CPU time.
The computing results of this paper will be listed from Tables 1-4. Table 1 shows the computation results of ground-state energy of five ions (atoms) including Be 2+ by using B-splines finite basic sets without angular part (Hartree units, N : the number of B-splines); Table 2 shows the comparison of computing results about the ground-state energy of He and H − by using slater basis and B-splines finite basic sets without angular part; Table 3 shows the angular convergence of ground-state energy of two-electron system by using B-splines finite basic sets (Hartree units, l max : the largest angular momentum, N : the number of B-splines); Table 4 shows the comparison of the correlated energy of the ground-state energy of two-electron system with different methods. In this table, E c is the correlation energy, being defined as the difference between atom accurate non-relativistics energy (obtained by the experimental result minus the modified relativistics energy of atom energy) and the atom energy by using HF method, that is E c = E − E HF (Hartree units). The results are listed in Tables 1-4 . For each energy value, all figures are stable when the basis are increased.
